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ONCE UPON A TIME EMERGED BENSIMON,
A FRENCH BRAND IN THE UNIVERSE OF LIFESTYLE.

In the seventies, Serge Bensimon followed in his father’s steps and learned how to import military surplus.
Then, he quickly realized the impact it had on the world of fashion. True heirs of this tradition, Serge and
his brother Yves decided to found the Bensimon Collection inspired from this universe.
The two visionary brothers travel the world in search of the most unusual and finest products. Their ability
to renew the military garment will attract the attention of fashion journalists who consider this new
phenomenon of creativity and include in their articles some surplus items signed “Bensimon”. The brand
becomes synonymous with travelling and creation, fair quality clothes. In brief, essential with no austerity.
“Creation implies following an objective set at the very beginning of the adventure : from genuine inspiration
to the final result. One should never lie, never cheat neither on the making of an item of clothing, nor on
the satisfaction it brings. Wearing it again and again…” Serge Bensimon
THE BENSIMON LIFESTYLE CLAIMS TO HAVE A SOUL AND COLOURS.
BENSIMON LAYS THE GROUNDWORK FOR A TRUE WAY OF LIFE
AND PROVES THAT FASHION GOES FURTHER THAN THE WORLD OF TEXTILE.

AUTHENTIC

PARISIAN

ICONIC

L’héritage
Casual wear
Influenced by the culture of secondhand clothing,
Bensimon quickly finds how to combine the beautiful,
the personal and the practical. Functional items of
clothing turn out to be aesthetic and elegant.

A BRAND INVENTING
THE CONCEPTS OF TOMORROW

Travels
Over the course of his journeys, Serge Bensimon
comes up with the idea of a store which could be
called “Autour du Monde” – a timeless space without
borders. His journeys forge his style : a trend open to
the world, the soul of the Bensimon style.

The Pioneer of the concept store
After his return, he creates an innovating space : a
transversal living space between textile and home. He
develops his vision of a world of harmony and creation.
If today others have replicated the concept Home,
Bensimon was the first one to invent it in the eighties.

The iconic tennis shoe
Iconic and indispensable, the Bensimon tennis shoe is
the ‘must- have’ accessory in all seasons. It has become
the everyday friend over the years...
Chameleon character of a success story, the tennis
shoe is the emblem of this ubiquity.

IDENTITY
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The vision

An ethic brand
The brand is rooted within a family. Around the two
brothers it is a family of friends and passionate people
that is created following meetings and exchanges,
bringing a strong complicity. It is meant to be fair and
human. Modest and benevolent. Bensimon believes in
the future, with confidence and optimism.

THE ‘TIMELESS FASHION’
A NEW CONNECTION WITH THE ESSENTIAL

Optimism
Optimism according to Bensimon is a colored trend
(where black is absent), a radiant trend source of
emotions. The clothes have a story and aim at colouring
our daily routine.

Timeless fashion
A great part of the collection includes essentials, basics
with a feminine touch, elegant but comfortable, out
of trends but modern. Always with a genuine spirit,
casual elements combine with luxury. And consuming
has to be done in a clever way.

IDENTITY
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The ideal customer
The Tribe / The concept of sharing
Bensimon has entered the codes of the family and the
group of friends. The brand creates a group rather than
an individual around values of sharing and conviviality.

The travelling customer
Around the world or in the city, Bensimon makes it
possible for us to travel anywhere. Contemporary
nomadism combines with the curiosity of a constantly
moving customer who finds a product adapted to his
or her desires.

‘WE ALL HAVE A MEMORY WEARING BENSIMON’

Committed customers
In shops or on the web, customers want to get involved
and claim the ownership of the product in order to make
it fit in a personal world. Perfect partner of numerous
adventures and events, the brand is loaded with
moments of life and emotions. Reactions and photos
are spontaneously posted on social networks by fans
who wish to share their memories wearing Bensimon.

IDENTITY
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Dynamism and
creative energy
Bensimon curator
Bensimon supports young design. As a sponsor, member of
a jury, publisher, discoverer, Bensimon follows a lot of new
creators. From simple advice to real support, he surrounds
himself with a young team of talents from different
backgrounds, forming the fresh driving force of brand
content.

CREATE MOVING SPACES

Collaboration
Collaboration is a universal notion that Bensimon uses with
a desire of sharing and solidarity to enrich his creation and
challenge his own universe.

Proximity and universality
Each store is unique and adapts to its environment and
customers. This concept of proximity brings about its
opposite : globalization. When you are closer to your
customers, it means you are nearby. When the brand
expands, it becomes a universal force.

IDENTITY
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Partnerships
AGNÈS B. - AOYAMA EYEWEAR - BAKKER MADE WITH
LOVE - CHANEL CYRILLUS - DIM - DKNY - ETAM - ETSY
- GIPSY - JCREW - JEAN PAUL GAULTIER - LA REDOUTE
DESIGN - LA REDOUTE FEMME - LE BON MARCHÉ - LES 3
SUISSES - LES 3 SUISSES MAISON - LA GALERIE DE L’OPERA
MILK - MONOPRIX - PAULETTE - PRIMA - QUO VADIS RESSOURCES VERTBAUDET - SWILDENS - VIRGIN MOBIL
- ZUCCA...
Ressource Paints by Bensimon

La Redoute x Gallery S.Bensimon and his invited designers.

Bensimon for Monoprix

Gallery S. Bensimon invited by the Bon Marché Departement Store

Bensimon for MILK

BENSIMON EYEWEAR

IDENTITY
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The Parisian
Quality and elegance
Over the years, the Bensimon style has imposed
itself not only as a fashion style but mainly as
a way of life. Genuine classy materials, natural
and elegant cuts, contribute to the reputation
of the brand.
Bensimon seeks to highlight the nature of
each woman by allowing her to express
herself through an infinite number of colorful
combinations.

COME AND SEE MY CITY, MY FRIENDS AND MY WORLD

‘Our clothes shouldn’t transform our customers
but they should enforce their confidence and
reveal their radiance’

At the heart of creation
Settled in the district of Canal Saint Martin, Serge
Bensimon invites us and makes us discover his
office of creation and his showroom.

IDENTITY
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Live the international !
The brand keeps growing, a global network
is created. So as to organize its harmony, it
counts with commercial supports, thanks to
independent distributors at a national and
international level. Communication and supply
work together, the French lifestyle crosses
borders – we are particularly present in
South Korea, Japan, Australia, the Philippines,
Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan but also all over
Europe.

A SPIRIT OF OPENNESS TO THE WORLD

IDENTITY
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THE BENSIMON BRAND,
A STYLE AROUSING EMOTIONS.

Both numerous and unique, the Bensimon collections enhance basics. In the front line, the collections fit
in a modern lifestyle. We live according to what we wear, this daily creativity is to be lived everywhere
by everybody. We must grant to colours the harmony and well being of a timeless and joyfull Bensimon
generation.
The Bensimon lifestyle guarantees a kind of positive philosophy of life, a certain idea of happiness.

BENSIMON, THE SOUL OF THE LIFESTYLE

The Bensimon
tennis shoes
Who has never once worn a pair of
Bensimon’s ?

AUTHENTIC

PARISIAN

ICONIC

« when basic becomes mythic ! »

Iconic and indispensable, it features in everybody’s
story. Designed in a large range of colors, it has
become, over the years, the everyday “friend” and
seduces all generations.
Today, it is the emblem of the Parisian woman
in the world, a ‘must-have’ in every woman’s
wardrobe.

THE PRODUCTS
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THE PRODUCTS
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Bensimon
Collection
The brand embodied by its creator, Serge
Bensimon, is both a lively and enthusiastic
brand. Surfing on the front line by transforming
the classics of the masculine wardrobe, it offers
this creative guarantee and this truly timeless
Parisian Chic. The accessory which is just as
colourful adds the exact touch of fancy and
gives a twist to all figures.
Bensimon makes the casual play with luxury…
the art of enhancing the classics and making
women feel more beautiful.

THE PRODUCTS
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B.Team
Inspired by the great basics, B.TEAM reinterprets
a mixed wardrobe. It introduces all the fans of
the iconic sneaker to the genuine universe of
the brand and will transform them into real
ADDICTS!

THE PRODUCTS
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Surplus
What can be more legitimate for the brand than
revisiting the essentials of a masculine wardrobe ?
Surplus Bensimon, an example of eternal style
and timeless creations and uniforms.
Presented in a wide range of colors, the masculine
line Surplus Bensimon is composed of timeless
essentials, both elegant and comfortable.

THE PRODUCTS
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Accessories

For the urban nomads, accessories give a final touch to a figure. Inspired by the world of travelling, they are practical and
aesthetic. Each line is developed in all sizes and several colours : bags, luggage, glasses, pocket handbags, scarves.

THE PRODUCTS
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House case
and wall case
The modern trinket bowl. Waterproof and easycare, it is the modern version of the cardboard
box, to tidy, to pile up, to store, to carry, to
protect, to move everything in the house. Some
funny and practical storage boxes that make
your life easier.

THE PRODUCTS
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Scents
Serge Bensimon has a special place in the
world of perfume, a distinct but real place. His
perfumes have a true personality.
After the two generous and joyful Cologne to be
shared daily with family (“1993” and “2005”), he
wished to create a perfume which would reflect
his Gallery and the key themes of his universe :
a tribute to nature, the love of the beautiful, the
most noble and genuine raw ingredients, the
wealth of senses, somewhere else…

« I DREAMED ABOUT A PERFUM
THAT I WOULD THE ONLY ONE TO WEAR.»

Candles, cologne, perfume by Bensimon

THE PRODUCTS
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BENSIMON
ADDICTED TO LOVE

Very shortly after, the brand is riding the wave of luxury and makes an affordable concept at the same time.
The style, a sumptuous blend of styles and colors, in a spirit of casual chic and feminine, emphasizes comfort
and beautiful materials.
In thirty years, the Parisian French brand has developed its reputation worldwide.
Serge Bensimon never ceases to expand its universe.
Passionate by the art and the architecture, in 2009, he took over the library Artazart where he added a new
design and graphics’ section.
Later, he opened his art gallery, Gallery S.Bensimon, a space for expression at the border of contemporary
art and design.
MUCH MORE THAN A FASHION BRAND, BENSIMON DETAINS A PRIMAL SENSE
OF BEAUTY AND TASTE OF THE ESSENTIAL.

The stores
Autour du Monde
This name hints at an openess to the world, a desire to meet other
cultures, influences. Some items of clothing that tell a story : the spirit
of military surplus and travelling remain present in the collections but
they are combined with more feminine pieces attached to details. There
is no standardization, each store has its own identity and personality
with a different display of the products.
The stores Autour du Monde :
Aix-en-provence - Anvers - Arcachon - Avignon - Biarritz - Bordeaux Bruxelles - Cap-ferret - Grenoble - Hossegor - Isle sur sorgue - La baule
- Lille - Marseille - Nantes - Neuilly - Nice - Paris - Pau - Saint germain en
laye - Saint Remy de Provence - Strasbourg - Vence…

THE STORES
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HOME
Autour du Monde
Serge Bensimon offers the ideal store, a
transversal space combining in a coherent way
the worlds of fashion and decoration. A space
which does not follow any diktats, a space
based on a way of life :”a modern way of life”.
He worked with the Amish community on
recycling the wood from their farms to make
furniture. A first green period! Caring about
your desires, Home is a new way of displaying
products, objects and favourites, a new way of
combining creative and attractive associations
that create an atmosphere.
It is also a suggestion of displays corresponding
to a new way of life, adapted to the attitude of
customers and their most foolish wishes.
Les boutiques HOME - Autour du Monde :
Paris, Lyon, Montpellier, Toulouse, Bruxelles

THE STORES
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THE STORES
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Artazart

DESIGN
BOOK
STORE

Serge Bensimon never ceases to expand his
world. Passionate about art and architecture,
in 2009, he took over the Artazart’s library and
set-up a new angle in design and graphics.
Invited for signatures:
Anders Peterson, Jean-Marie Perier, Martin Parr,
Steve McCurry, Gérard Uféras, Théo Gosselin,
Stephen Shore...

THE STORES
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Gallery S.Bensimon
At the intersection of beauty, responsible and
functional Gallery S. Bensimon offers creative
and design talents to the needs of architects,
interior designers, to the delight of fans and
collectors, a customized service contemporary,
but still reasonable emotional. Lines of objects
and furniture where young designers speaks
freely and making available the Beautiful and
Rare

A SPACE FOR EXPRESSION,
AT THE BORDER OF CONTEMPORARY ART AND DESIGN.

Exercises styles. Dialogues of materials and
shapes. Meetings of expertise. Curiosity
and creativity. Objects of daring and grace.
Productions, limited editions, unique pieces.

THE STORES
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WEB
ESHOP
Une nouvelle façon d’aborder l’e-commerce…
A new way of approaching e-business…Display
of the numerous faces of the brand, the new
website presents the Bensimon products online.
The opportunity to discover all the faces of the
brand : decoration, books, fashion, accessories
and even design, a transversal way of shopping
for limited editions.

www.bensimon.com
As for the Bensimon corporate site, it presents
the Bensimon world, story and brand.
Intersection of all the other websites : e-shop,
social networks, blog, artazart, gallery, Parisian
passage. The different universes come together
and enable the internet user to browse, discover
and rediscover the brand.

THE STORES
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CLOTHING

TENNIS

BAG

SHOES

LUGGAGE

FRAGRANCE

ART & DESIGN

THE STORES

BOOK

LIFESTYLE

ESHOP
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Le journal

ACTU !

LIFESTYLE !

LOOK !

PRESSE !

EVENT !

The Blog, the true journal of the Bensimon
world is dedicated to art, design, fashion, the
tennis shoes…All our worlds merge into one!
One must admit that Serge Bensimon has the
knack for transforming emotions into unique
experiences. Authenticity, simplicity and
innovation and lifestyle are the main features of
this space of freedom.

WWW.BENSIMONLEBLOG.COM

WEB & COMMUNITY
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Bensimon generation
The community

facebook.com/bensimon.thebrand
instagram.com/bensimoncollection
youtube.com/bensimonbrand
twitter.com/bensimonbrand
pinterest.com/bensimonbrand
Newsletter : + 80 000 subscribers
Facebook + 605 000 Fans
Twitter + 1300 followers
Instagram + 7000 followers
Pages ETSY + 33 000 followers

WEB & COMMUNITY
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LIFESTYLE ACCORDING
TO

L’UNIVERS

